ViaGen Pets are the worldwide leader in cloning the animals we love. Their Genetic Preservation kit via ViaGen Pets and Equine allows owners to preserve their animals DNA. Having this DNA stored allows owners the option and peace of mind should they choose to clone now or down the road.

ViaGen Pets is committed to the health and well-being of each and every dog and cat they encounter. Their team includes leading scientists who believe that moving the promising and exciting area of animal genetic research forward will benefit all animals. They understand and respect the unique love that their clients have for their pets and are dedicated to delivering outstanding service and results.

Genetic Preservation (GP) maintains your dog or cat’s genes and is the necessary first step to take if you'd like to have the option of pet cloning in the future. However, moving forward with Genetic Preservation (GP)
does not commit you to moving forward with pet cloning.

To learn more about ViaGen Pets, visit https://viagenpets.com/values-mission/
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